Abstract-Taint analysis technique is the
Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of network technique, Internet products are blooming and bringing convenience to people's lives. At the same time, due to the weak skill level and security awareness of programmers, these applications have huge security risks. In recent years, the number of vulnerabilities and the proportion of Zero day Vulnerabilities has increased obviously year after year [1] . Not only that, due to the users weak security awareness, they do not update the patch in time after the manufacturer released the patch. The number of attacks on the 1day vulnerabilities increases gradually. These attacks are becoming more destructive.
Hackers can create malicious and aggressive programs based on official patches in a short period of time to attack unpatched systems or servers [2] . According to the statistics of dynamic taint analysis of data flow. Such as TaintCheck [4] , Flayer [5] , Vigliante and so on. Establishing a control flow graph (CFG) of the program by analyzing the control flow of the program is the usually way of taint analysis based on control flow. Using a specific algorithm to monitor and analyzing the implicit information flow of the propagation is a way based on data flow. Such as Dytan [6] , libdft [7] , Bitblaze [8] , Agros [9] and so on.
B. Taint mark (source point) and detection (sink point)
The taint analysis structure framework is shown in Figure   1 : Source points are generally composed of entry points or external function calls that the program accepts input data.
These input data can be roughly divided into three categories:
file input, network input, and external device input. Using machine learning combined with statistics to automatically identifies the source and sink points [10] . And the second type, such as DroidSafe [11] , is manually labeled based on API which called by programs. The third class considers external data to be untrustworthy. Based on the intuitive or empirical, the tagged variable is gradually optimized for heuristics. Such as the tool for PHP vulnerability analysis, Aspis [12] . There are three main rules for detection: the first one uses taint data as the jump address. The memory data pointed to by the EIP is also the contaminated data. One is over-tainting. Marking non-dependent variables as taint, causing the analysis path to explode during the propagation process, and the system resources are consumed more. The other type is under-tainting.
Variables that control dependencies (implicit streams) may be mislabeled as non-tainted during taint propagation, resulting in underreporting. 2) Some special logic operations will remove the taint marks, such as xor eax, eax, sub eax, eax, move eax Imm, etc.
3) When a tainted register is passed to a tainted register, the passed register loses its original taint mark.
Ⅲ. DEFECTS AND MEASURES
The application of taint analysis technique to the field of vulnerability mining mainly involves the following aspects: 
B. Missing reports and false reports
Partially leaked means that the taint information 
D. Problems such as not supporting the floating point instructions, low execution efficiency, and taint loss in JIT (just in time) translation execution.
Jinxin Ma [13] proposed a taint analysis method based on the offline index of the execution trace. The offline index can be used to skip instructions that are unrelated to taint data. It can increase efficiency in this way. A more perfect taint propagation algorithm is also proposed, which supports the propagation of floating-point instructions and improves the detection capability of the vulnerability.
Ⅳ. APPLICATION FIELD STATUS

A. Crash verifing
Fuzzing technique and dynamic symbol execution generate a large number of program crashes. There are mainly three tools which use crash analysis technique to determine whether the crashes are available. ! Exploitable [14] that released by Microsoft. BitBlaze, a binary information analysis platform developed by UC Berkely. And CRAX [15] , an automated vulnerability utilization framework based on the AEG method proposed by IEEE in 2012.
B. Program vulnerability detection
Using the taint analysis to detect program vulnerability and the propagating taints to various types of vulnerability functions can find out the buffer overflow and formatting strings in the program. Such as the dynamic and static detection technique based on the JavaScript platform proposed by SHYI. The Java web prototype system for web XSS vulnerability designed by BH Liang [16] can track the flow of web applications. It is a good way to detect XSS vulnerabilities. Pin instrumentation and TaintCheck can also detect program vulnerability.
C. Information leak prevention
The information carrying capacity of mobile terminal devices is increasing day by day. So, the information leakage detection for Android is one of the most widely used fields of current taint analysis technique. TaintDroid can track multiple sensitive data sources at the same time.
D. Attacking feature generation and detection
The existing black box or white box attack feature generation method faces difficulties in sample collection, low degree of automation, and dependence on source code. Yu Liu [17] proposed an attack feature generation method based on backtrackable dynamic taint analysis. It generates the attack features of the Turing machine by monitoring the dynamic execution of the process, extracting the operational sequences and extracting the sequence of operations and constraints associated with the attacking input. ERIKA [18] modified the Java library class and the Java servlet framework to prevent command injection vulnerabilities for the Java web.
E. Vulnerability mining
The most widely used field of dynamic taint analysis some extent, such as TaintScope [19] .
F. Malware detection
A big challenge for malware detection is that the software and hardware resource costs required by software detector makes it impossible to monitor each application.
SwordDTA [20] proposed by CAJ Jun detects malware through vulnerability modeling and taint propagation. For mobile
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malware detection, Y Aafer proposed DroidAPIMiner [21] to extract the relevant functions of the captured API-level malware. And using the generated feature set to evaluate different classifiers can achieve higher accuracy. Combining taint analysis technique with machine learning and training malware sample sets, online identification and detection of malware is an important technique point in the future.
Ⅴ. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
According to the analysis of this paper and combining the research status of this field, it is preliminarily believed that the future development trend of taint analysis technique will have the following points:
A. Program performance analysis, defect location, and error detection
How to design mining tools based on taint analysis technique to reduce the false reporting rate and discover the security vulnerabilities from common fuzzing testing tools. It will be a hot research direction. The RETracer [22] tool performs binary-level back-taint analysis. It understands how functions on the stack cause crashes without recording execution traces.
B. Optimize the efficiency of dynamic taint analysis
How to reduce the analysis cost as much as possible without affecting the analysis performance is a difficult point.
How to selectively control the number of taints that you want to spread is one of the solutions. It is good to delete unnecessary taints in time. Reducing unnecessary system resource consumption and combining the scope of semantic rule deletion analysis are also good solutions.
C. Hidden channel issues
At present, the pollution detection methods for implicit flow generally have the status of over-tainting and under-tainting. For issues such as implicit flow, shutdown channel, probability channel, how to choose a reasonable propagation branch is a difficult point. In addition, for some detection tools for Android (such as TaintDroid, Droid Analytics [23] , etc.) can only be improved through some heuristic strategies.
D. Automation
One idea is to provide a unified mapping language F4F [24] for analysis. It solves the problem of callback function characteristics by adding virtual access points. Due to the complexity of the analysis language and some of the drawbacks of the dynamic taint analysis technique itself (over-contamination, under-contamination, etc.), the implementation of automation is still very difficult.
